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Yan Jun blurt a heavy sigh. The Hannigan family members had actually given up Samuel and 

also had actually also chased him out. They had actually treated Samuel as garbage for 

many years. 

Currently, nevertheless, they wanted Samuel to occupy this incredibly hazardous duty. This 

was really much also unreasonable to Samuel. 

Nonetheless, as the bodyguard of the Hannigan family members, what Gina was mosting 

likely to do was not something he can quit. 

” My great disciple. The fate of your life is really extremely rough. With any luck, you will 

certainly have the ability to eliminate all the barriers.” Yan Jun muttered to himself. 

Cloud City. 

Samuel had nothing to do, so he was looking after the blossoms and plants in the yard of 

the suite. Yvonne was additionally aiding him. Due to the fact that her face was injured, it 

was bad for her to visit the company with this picture, so she merely rested at home. 

Presently, Samuel‟s phone called. 

Samuel wept out in shock. Zhang Linghua, that had actually been knocked down by 

Godfrey, had been designated to function in Weakriver Real Estateby Samuel after she was 

discharged from the hospital. 

” Samuel. Can you do Aunt Zhang one more favor?” Zhang Linghua said in a panic. 

It was obvious that something had occurred. Samuel asked, “What‟s taking place?” 

” They are currently mosting likely to call the cops to apprehend my kid. They say that my 

kid is a rogue as well as an indecent male,” Zhang Linghua claimed. 

Zhang Tianxin was ill, and he was just a three-year-old child at most. Exactly how could he 

behave like a rogue? 



Samuel claimed, “Where are you? I‟ll be right there.” 

” In the company.” 

Hanging up the phone, Samuel told Yvonne that he was heading out. 

Yvonne didn‟t ask a lot, as well as she really did not risk to ask. All she needed to 

understand was that Samuel really did not head out to flirt with other girls. 

In Weakriver Real Estate, a women personnel was cursing Zhang Tianxin. Zhang Tianxin hid 

behind Zhang Linghua with worry on his face. Certainly, he didn‟t recognize what had 

happened at all. 

” Follower Xue, it‟s difficult for my kid to do something. Why do you wish to slander him?” 

Zhang Linghua said to the woman in front of Zhang Tianxin, safeguarding him. 

Fan Xue looked aggressive and also said, “Your son is a goon. Look, look at my legs. If it 

weren‟t for my fast response, he would certainly have touched something he should not 

have actually touched. 

As Follower Xue spoke, she intentionally exposed her thigh. The stockings were without a 

doubt broken, and it should have been broken by drawing hard. 

In front of the conclusive evidence, the various other associates that were enjoying the 

scene also charged Zhang Linghua one after another. 

” I believe your kid is just claiming to be silly. He consumes in the business absolutely free 

everyday. You „d much better take him away.” 

” Yes, our firm is a big company. Exactly how can we let a fool remain here to destroy the 

firm‟s picture?” 

” I didn‟t anticipate this fool to be such a person. Not surprising that he was slipping around 

when he checked out me in the past. I believe he wanted to molest me.” 

Paying attention to these words, Zhang Linghua really felt as if her heart was being reduced 

by a blade. She was extremely clear concerning what type of person her child was. The mind 

of a three-year-old child. 



There was a difference between guys and women, he would never ever have that wish. In 

Addition, Zhang Tianxin had been harassed since he was a kid, so exactly how could he dare 

to do such a thing? 

” I‟ll most likely to Flavor Long. Mr. Jude is not here. Just Flavor Long can help me,” Fan Xue 

claimed. 

Flavor Long‟s setting in the firm was only less than Liam‟s, so in the lack of Liam, Flavor Long 

supervised of the trivial matters. 

In the office, Follower Xue shut the door, as well as her angry expression was replaced by a 

smile. 

” Flavor Long, I helped you put on a good program and also guaranteed to provide me a 

bag. You can‟t go back on your word.” Fan Xue charmingly walked to Flavor Long and also 

rested on his lap. 

Tang Long stroked Fan Xue‟s sexy legs with a smile on his face as well as stated, “That fool, 

allowed him kneel down and also bark like a dog. He must have been driven out of the firm 

a lengthy time back. 

Follower Xue didn‟t appreciate the repercussions of Zhang Tianxin‟s being slammed. She 

placed her arms around Flavor Long‟s neck and also said, “If you like it, I‟ll purchase a pair of 

brand-new ones. Allow‟s meet at the hotel tonight. What do you think?” 

Tang Long‟s smile broadened and also he claimed, “Okay, now you have to go out as well as 

educate that fool a lesson.” 

“No problem,” Follower Xue stated straightforwardly and then left the workplace. 

 


